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SUMMARY:
... Board of Education transformed American schools and established the judiciary as a
principal protector of the constitutional rights of minorities bereft of political defense. ...
But based on our close observation of the New Accountability at work in Texas,
Kentucky, and Community District 2 in New York City - observations we describe in
detail in a companion study - we are convinced that this method of organizing schools
offers the best hope of improved educational outcomes for those most neglected by the
current school system. ... Either the states are getting flexibility without giving anything
in return - in which case the NCLB amounts to the deregulation of federal funds spent on
education, which in turn delivers students, particularly poor and minority students, into
the hands of selfish local oligarchs - or, the standards and accountability system are real
enough, but are not actually intended to achieve reform. ... For example, the Cross City
Campaign for Urban School Reform, an alliance of school reform organizations in
Baltimore, Chicago, Denver, New York, Oakland, and other major cities, is defining
indicators of school improvement that reflect the "reciprocal accountability" of

community activists and professional reformers in the new setting of standards-based
reform. ...
TEXT:
[*1704]
Introduction
In declaring state-mandated segregation of the races in schools unconstitutional, Brown
v.
Board of Education n1 transformed American schools and established the judiciary as a
principal protector of the constitutional rights of minorities bereft of political defense. n2
In the manner of all fundamental Supreme Court decisions, Brown may be considered a
"soft" constitutional amendment or a quasi-national consent decree. A central premise
was that, in the words of one current commentator, "public education is a privilege of
American citizenship." n3 This conclusion followed from the principle [*1705] "of
equality of membership in the civil community," in the words of another. n4
If Brown may be seen as having clarified the Constitution, then the recently enacted No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001 ("NCLB" or "Act"), n5 and the national education reform
movement and the judicial innovations from which it grows, may be seen as clarifying
Brown in two closely related ways. First, the NCLB emphatically specifies that American
citizenship entails not just the privilege of access to public schools on formally equal
terms but also the privilege of an adequate education. n6 Second, it requires that the
definition of adequacy be set and periodically revised through a process organized by the
states and the engaged actors (parents, teachers, principals, [*1706] and
superintendents) and subject to continuing, comparative review by the federal
government and the public at large. n7
Because the NCLB, along with many other deficiencies, n8 provides no real enforcement
mechanism, n9 it may well fall to the courts, as in the period following Brown, to enforce
the many obligations of school officials that are rendered justiciable by the Act. To do so,
however, the courts will have to abandon the practice, adopted in the wake of Brown and
with limited success, of setting rules for constitutionally acceptable behavior. Instead,
following the lead of recently innovative state supreme courts and the logic of the NCLB
itself, other courts will have to develop a form of judicial review in which they
superintend the articulation of justiciable standards by those most directly concerned with
the reconstruction of classrooms, schools, and school districts. n10 The Act triggers this
process by requiring school officials routinely to document racially disparate impacts and
to distinguish similarly situated schools and districts that reduce these disparities from
those that do not. Doing so authoritatively defines many of the worst disparities as
avoidable and, therefore, invidious. n11 The NCLB thus encourages the development of
just the kind of locally, experientially, and consensually generated standards whose
absence in the past has discouraged courts from carrying through with their initial
commitments to desegregated, educationally effective schools. n12 For [*1707] closely

related reasons, this Article argues, the NCLB can also serve activists as the foundation
for a new civil rights strategy that seeks racial justice directly through increasingly
equitable educational outcomes, rather than indirectly through racial balance. n13
Part I of this Article describes the broad movement for school accountability that
underpins the NCLB and explains why the Act removes two jurisprudential obstacles to
court engagement with educational reform. Part II presents the relevant features of the
NCLB itself. Part III addresses the objections that the NCLB surreptitiously opens the
door to privatization of currently public schools or to deregulation of the controls on
federal funding for education. The privatization worry, we claim, overlooks the [*1708]
enormous costs of shortchanging the public school system, while the deregulatory worry
overlooks the possibility of using the NCLB's disclosure requirements to control local
discretion.
Parts IV and V consider the additional objections that the NCLB overestimates the
capacity of states and schools to meet the demands the Act places on them, and that the
Act diverts public attention from the goals of the Civil Rights Movement. In Part IV, we
argue to the contrary that experience to date suggests that state and school capacity can
be built simultaneously with the reforms the NCLB contemplates and with the help of
those reforms. Part V argues that, far from diverting attention from a vindication of civil
rights, the Act provides an opportunity to revivify and give new direction to a series of
community organizing and litigation strategies pioneered by the Civil Rights Movement.
We conclude that the NCLB affords an unexpected and welcome second chance to
respond to the claim of some prominent civil rights advocates that the Movement
subordinated the struggle for better educational opportunities for minorities to an effort to
racially balance the schools.
I. The New Accountability
The NCLB is informed by an innovative system of publicly monitored decentralization of
school governance, n14 crystallized in Clinton Administration initiatives in 1994, n15 that
is commonly referred to as the "New Accountability." n16 The New Accountability
resulted [*1709] from the mutual transformation of two apparently contradictory
clusters of piecemeal reforms. n17 The first cluster - minimum standards and high-stakes
testing - went in the direction of increased centralization, even nationalization, of the
public school system. Its central element was a drive to set minimum standards for school
and student performance at the state and federal levels, to rank pupils and schools
accordingly, to deny promotion and diplomas to persistently failing students, and to
reconstitute persistently failing schools. n18 Advocates of such high-stakes testing hoped
that the penalties of failure would induce both individuals and institutions to improve
their performance. n19
[*1710] The second cluster - the professionalization, site-based management, and
chartering of schools - went in the direction of a new localism. Its key element was the
devolution of authority for classroom instruction away from state education
administrations and toward districts, principals, teachers (especially those professionally

mortified by the rigidities of the traditional system), and sometimes parents. Other
elements included increased willingness by educational authorities to allow teachers and
parents to create new schools, particularly small and specialized ones, within the public
system, and to allow parents to send their children to schools outside the assigned
catchment area. n20
As these two sets of reforms intersected, they changed in complementary ways. Highstakes testing, it became clear to many close observers, was not a reliable measure of the
performance of either individual pupils or of institutions. Often, the incentives created
were perverse - teaching to the test, or excluding from the testing pool those vulnerable
students most in need of help - and poor and minority students were penalized for the
failings of institutions over which the students and their parents had no substantial
control. n21 Above all, the results of the test provided little [*1711] or no indication of
how to reorganize ineffective schools or to aid those students who did not measure up. In
response to these criticisms, a new class of diagnostic standards emerged with the express
aim of using tests both to direct local reform and to orient pedagogic attention to
individual students. n22
The new localism contributed to the development of these diagnostic standards and
pioneered methods of using disaggregated testing data as a tool of self-assessment. n23 In
so doing, however, the movement for professional regeneration and control had to give
up its initial antipathy to assessments and acknowledge the need for professionals to be
accountable for ensuring not just that teachers taught well but that students (especially
poor and minority students) actually learned. This insight led in turn to the recognition
that accountable professionalism required new forms of peer monitoring and transparent
outcome measures. n24
The New Accountability emerged from this joinder of diagnostic standards and
accountable professional pedagogy. n25 In the best cases, this recombination of reform has
resulted in a system of education that turns the traditional school topsy-turvy. The
teacher's job is no longer to execute instructions set at the state or district level, but rather
to collaborate with colleagues in monitoring the learning strategies of individual students
and the teaching strategies of peers, [*1712] and to help correct difficulties as they arise.
n26
The principal's job is to assure that classrooms and teaching can be organized to
facilitate this collaborative monitoring of students and peers. n27 The superintendent's
responsibility is to provide the conditions that principals need to succeed at that task. n28
The state, finally, stops writing detailed rules and regulations for the operation of schools
and districts. Instead, on the one hand, the state sets and periodically revises school
standards and the means for assessing them. On the other hand, the state aids schools that
are struggling to improve and when necessary reconstitutes those that persistently prove
unable to do so. n29
The outward face of the New Accountability is a reporting system in which each district
and school publicizes outcomes each year on shared measures or metrics, not only on
average for the entire institution, but also disaggregated to highlight the outcomes of its
poor, African-American, limited English proficiency, and other categories of pupils. n30

Measures of student outcomes are [*1713] continuously revised based on how well or
poorly they align with successful learning, teaching, and organizing. Each district's and
school's strengths and weaknesses are diagnosed by comparing changes in outcomes
among its target populations to improvements among those populations in all other
districts and schools in the state and especially those that are most economically and
ethnically like themselves.
If districts or schools and their various populations do not progress at rates consistent
with, or better than, the rates achieved at demographically and economically similar
institutions, improvement plans are devised. Typically, these plans are developed by
professionals working in teams, with input from parents and peer advisors from
coordinate districts and schools. The goal is to identify underutilized strategies, including
ones that have succeeded in similar institutions elsewhere, and to guide efforts to use
them effectively. Effectiveness is monitored in the same data-driven, outcome-focused
way. If failure recurs, plans are changed based on what works elsewhere, under threat of
sanction if failure persists.
Notably, the emergent structure is not a hybrid combining elements of the two types of
governance structures that are often assumed to exhaust the available options: traditional
hierarchy (in the public sphere, bureaucracy) and economic or political markets. In a
hierarchy, there is a clear distinction between the superiors who set the rules and the
subordinates who execute them. n31 In school systems reformed on the principles of the
New Accountability, rules are in effect provisional frameworks for action that are
corrected at the urging of "subordinates" in light of their experience "implementing"
those frameworks: ends are revised in light of means and vice versa. n32 Markets in theory
know neither superiors nor subordinates. They are governed by purely voluntary choice.
Sellers adjust their behavior in response to buyers' decisions to purchase from them or
their [*1714] competitors; elected officials respond to the electorate's actual and
anticipated choices between themselves and opposing candidates.
In schools that are reforming along New Accountability lines, on the contrary, service
providers at all levels respond to continuing, publicly and governmentally facilitated
comparisons of their performance with that of their peers, where the dimensions of the
comparison and the definition of "peer" are themselves subject to public and
governmental discussion and revision. n33 In recent writings, we and other authors argue
that the ongoing questioning of institutional routines that results from the continuing
revision of means and ends in light of comparative assessment of performance is best
understood as an application of philosophical pragmatism. n34 This "continuous
improvement" approach to governing institutions is observable today in contexts as
varied as environmental regulation, community policing, and drug courts, where the
problems for public action have much in common with the problems of school reform. n35
[*1715] This kind of stylization reeks of utopianism. Its vision of a fully diagnostic and
continuously self-correcting system of public education ignores the persistent enthusiasm
of some states for high-stakes testing; the scattered, but ferociously defended, claim that
the public schools are beyond repair and have to be privatized; and the unavoidable

reality that the nation as a whole is far from the ideal adumbrated in the New
Accountability. n36 The account also ignores a host of more specific objections to the
stated and suspected goals of the New Accountability and doubts about the capacity of
educational institutions to realize those goals - objections and doubts to which Parts III
through V of this Article respond. But based on our close observation of the New
Accountability at work in Texas, Kentucky, and Community District 2 in New York City
- observations we describe in detail in a companion study n37 - we are convinced that this
method of organizing schools offers the best hope of improved educational outcomes for
those most neglected by the current school system. We believe the New Accountability
provides this hope both directly, by triggering a race to the top in educational
performance within the school system, and indirectly, by facilitating political and legal
redress from outside the system for those schools and populations that do not benefit
initially from that race to improve.
Four findings from our companion study are relevant here. First, when schools are
organized to use the results of diagnostic tests to adjust teaching to individual needs, the
performance gaps between poor and minority students and white and affluent ones
become a matter of explicit public concern and tend to diminish. n38
[*1716] Second, the combination of organizational and classroom-level reforms that
constitute the New Accountability can arise in widely different contexts. For example,
New York City's District 2 began as a movement of professional reform and was
gradually transformed through its encounters with the (changing) standards movement.
n39
Texas began with a governance reform focused on the kind of reporting system just
described. Within this framework, lead districts found ways to reorganize schools so as to
facilitate the kinds of instructional practices that had emerged in New York City's District
2. n40 Kentucky began with a statewide governance system deeply informed by the
movement for diagnostic standards and is developing school-level practices that resemble
those in District 2 and a reporting system that resembles the one in Texas. n41
Third, initial defects in governance structures and classroom practices have thus far
proven to be addressable within the deliberately open framework created by the initial
round of reforms. n42 Sometimes such correction has proceeded at the insistence of a new
type of public advocacy group. These groups are defined by the novel ways in which they
fuse the grassroots mobilization characteristic of traditional social movements and
community-based organizations [*1717] with the close involvement in the details of
institutional reorganization that in the past has been confined to professional reform
movements. n43
Fourth, the creation of New Accountability regimes has often gone hand in hand with the
gradual consolidation of a new relationship between courts faced with educational-reform
lawsuits, standards, and institutional practices. This relation promises to remove
longstanding obstacles to judicial vindication of civil rights in the context of complex,
comprehensive institutional reform. The new relationship and its innovative potential are
clearest in Texas. A finance-equity suit requesting redistribution from rich districts to
poor ones was presented to the Supreme Court of Texas in 1992. n44 After a torturous to-

and-fro, the court eventually required the legislature to establish a system of student
assessment geared to [*1718] broadly defined education goals and then to condition the
accreditation of each school district on its progress toward meeting the goals. n45 This
dramatically shifted the emphasis of the lawsuit and the remedy from the definition of
inputs to that of outputs. Instead of simply requiring an equalized or adequate level of
financing, the court required the state to provide an adequate education for each child.
And the court assumed that the definition of adequacy would emerge from continual
revision of the broad goals of education. At the same time, the decision shifted the role of
the court in relation to the other actors concerned with education and reform. In previous
reform cycles, the courts were unrealistically expected to function as, in effect, a purposebuilt administrative agency, establishing detailed rules for reformed schools and
monitoring compliance with them. n46 In its recent school-reform decision, the Supreme
Court of Texas has instead superintended the process by which standards are initially set
by the legislature and the Texas Education Agency, and by which the performance of
schools in meeting those standards - along with the standards themselves - is
continuously evaluated and corrected. n47
These developments address two potentially showstopping worries about judicial
supervision of institutional reform in the name of constitutional values. The first of these
worries is of particular moment to the redistributivist left; the other is more salient to the
property-minded right. The worry on the left, articulated by Frank Michelman, among
others, is that inequality-based arguments for [*1719] school reform, and social reform
generally, are doomed by conceptual indeterminacy. n48 On the one hand, the state could
meet a constitutional obligation to treat all citizens equally by providing all with none of
some good or service, leaving those unable to provide for themselves no better (or even
worse) off than without the right to equal treatment. n49 On the other hand, arguments that
the state is obligated to provide citizens with some level of "minimum protection" - i.e.,
with adequate amounts of goods and services necessary to citizenship (such as education)
- although conceptually sound, seem legally impracticable. As Michelman concludes,

The "advantage" of the minimum protection hypothesis (if we would so regard it)
remains utterly theoretical until (if ever) we can develop a "justiciable" standard for
specifying the acceptable minimum and the acceptable gap. Absent such standards, the
supposed duty of minimum protection cannot be directly enforced; in fact, its violation
cannot even be coherently alleged. Evidently, some notion of equality or
nondiscrimination is needed to provide a foothold for litigants and judges intent upon
defining a grievance and fashioning a remedy. n50
Below we argue that the new standards and the institutional architecture that generates
them help resolve this problem by fleshing out the abstract requirement that schools
ensure adequate outcomes for all students with a working, corrigible definition of the
actual practices by which they can do so. n51

The corresponding concern on the right, often expressed in the opinions of Chief Justice
Rehnquist, is that court-ordered institutional reform untethered from doctrinal constraints
will violate the bedrock principle of private law that remedies be directly deduced from
infringed rights. n52 In Missouri v. Jenkins, n53 for example, it was precisely this argument
that underlay Chief Justice Rehnquist's opinion for the Court, which overturned several
central components of a wide-ranging program of educational reconstruction that the
[*1720] district court had ordered in connection with a desegregation suit. n54 In doing
so, Chief Justice Rehnquist cited, with approval, a lower court judge's complaint that
"this case, "as it now proceeds, involves an exercise in pedagogical sociology, not
constitutional adjudication.' " n55
The New Accountability helps effective court-sponsored educational reform avoid this
criticism as well. The new standards and the associated accountability regime
substantially reduce the possibility for judicial caprice by giving substance to the
interpretation of rights and remedies that courts previously could not derive from doctrine
alone. n56 To continue with the Texas example, a constitutionally inadequate education
comes to mean an education in which particular schools are not closing achievement gaps
between any identifiable, poorly performing subpopulation and the best-performing
groups, where outcomes at other comparable schools show this improvement to be
possible. n57 The remedy is accordingly for the laggards to adopt strategies with effects
equivalent to those pursued by the leading schools and districts.
The successes, broad adaptability, and capacity to reenlist the judiciary in the cause of
school reform that the New Accountability has thus far demonstrated require that
attention be paid to efforts to place that reform at the center of the nation's program for
renovating its public schools. The NCLB is, in our view, just such an effort. The
remainder of this Article defends this view against reasonable criticisms, and tries to
show how engagement with the Act can provide civil rights advocates with new and
effective tools for significantly improving the educational outcomes of poor and minority
children.
[*1721]
II. The No Child Left Behind Act
The NCLB was inspired by developments in Texas. n58 It inherits from that state the
attractively transparent governance structure of districts and schools that exemplify the
New Accountability. It also, however, inherits Texas's inattention to mechanisms by
which states, districts, and schools can share effective practices and learn directly from
one another. Despite its defects, we think the NCLB provides important handholds for
improvement.
For the most part, the NCLB imposes obligations on states and local education agencies
("LEAs"), typically school districts, that receive federal funds under Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. n59 Those funds are directed to schools
with the highest proportions of low-income families. n60 Under the NCLB, [*1722]

states must: set "challenging academic content standards" and "student academic
achievement standards" defining an adequate education for all schools and students in the
state; n61 create annual standardized tests in literacy and mathematics (and, subsequently,
science) in grades three through twelve that are aligned with those standards; n62 report
the results of performance on these tests and other valid indicators for individual schools
and for all relevant ethnic and socioeconomic subpopulations within those schools; n63 set
goals for "annual yearly progress" ("AYP") so that students in all the relevant
subpopulations can be expected to meet the state standard of adequacy within twelve
years; n64 require LEAs to present annual "report cards" ranking the performance of each
of the relevant subpopulations at all of their schools on the state's tests; n65 integrate these
activities into a broader accountability system for assuring that schools and school
districts meet these obligations to provide an adequate education to all subpopulations; n66
along with LEAs, provide technical assistance premised "on scientifically based research"
to schools that have persistently failed to meet their AYPs, including through stateorganized peer-support teams of master teachers; n67 and provide academic achievement
awards for schools that "significantly [*1723] closed the achievement gap" between
students from different ethnic groups. n68
Each year, LEAs are required to use the results of the annual statewide standardized tests
and other indicators to review the progress of each of their schools and each of the
school's relevant subpopulations under the improvement criteria set by the state. n69 LEAs
must

publicize and disseminate the results of the local annual review ... to parents, teachers,
principals, schools, and the community so that the teachers, principal, other staff, and
schools can continually refine, in an instructionally useful manner, the program of
instruction to help all children served under this part meet the challenging State student
academic achievement standards established under [the Act]. n70
Schools that fail to meet their obligations must present a plan for doing so. n71 Parents and
staff must actively participate in the planning process. n72 In presenting the Act, the Bush
Administration has explicitly characterized it as a " "flexibility for accountability'
bargain." n73 The states receive substantial flexibility in combining funds received under
various federal programs. In return, the states must discipline schools and LEAs that fail
to improve at an acceptable rate. n74 Schools that fail to meet their annual improvement
goals for five years must be completely reconstituted under a restructuring plan that may
include the engagement of private management companies to take over failing schools.
n75
Students in schools that fail to meet state improvement standards for two consecutive
years may transfer to a different public school of their choice located in the same LEA,
with transportation provided by the LEA. n76 Schools that fail to meet state improvement
standards for at [*1724] least three of the four preceding years must permit all their lowincome students to use federal funds to which the schools and their LEAs would
otherwise be entitled to purchase supplemental education services; these services may be

obtained from any accredited public or private sector providers chosen by the students
and their parents. n77
Although the NCLB establishes these detailed obligations for schools and districts to
report their performance and progress, it fails to establish in any corresponding detail the
federal government's own responsibilities to monitor and foster these developments and
to sanction LEAs that do not meet their obligation to improve educational outcomes. n78
To receive funds under the flexible provisions of the NCLB, the state educational agency
must do little more than submit a consolidated plan setting forth how its challenging
academic content standards, test regime, and so forth will be constituted and implemented
as "a single statewide state accountability system that will be effective in ensuring that all
local education agencies, public elementary schools, and public secondary schools make
adequate yearly progress as defined [by the NCLB]." n79 The Secretary of Education then
has only 120 days from the submission of the plan to convene a peer review process and,
based on the resulting recommendations, demand necessary modifications. n80 Because
many states will submit initial plans nearly simultaneously during 2003, n81 it seems
unlikely, except in cases of willful and blatant defiance of statutory provisions, that the
Secretary will closely scrutinize state plans.
Statutory provisions for the subsequent review of plans deemed acceptable, and other
forms of monitoring and oversight, are nonexistent, and the NCLB has next to no
discussion of enforcement. If a state fails to meet any requirement of the NCLB, "the
Secretary may withhold funds for State administration ... until the Secretary [*1725]
determines that the State has fulfilled those requirements." n82 The only mandatory
enforcement mechanism is triggered when a state fails entirely or in a timely manner to
put "in place" the "challenging academic content standards and student achievement
standards, and a system for measuring and monitoring adequate yearly progress" that we
describe above. n83 In that event, "the Secretary shall withhold 25 percent of the funds
that would otherwise be available to the State for State administration under this part." n84
Except for this single mandate in response to a state's unlikely failure even to pretend to
comply, all the important matters are left to the discretion of the Secretary of Education
in regulations that thus far have served to relax, not stiffen,the NCLB's monitoring and
enforcement mechanisms. n85 The NCLB thus offers little hope of ending the Department
of Education's (and the predecessor Department of Health, Education and Welfare's) long
history of weak enforcement of federal requirements for school reform. n86
III. Reasons for Suspicion About the No Child Left Behind Act and Responses
The NCLB's insistence on school improvement, in combination with its disinclination to
monitor, let alone enforce, its own accountability provisions raise suspicions for some
that the Act is a Trojan horse for nefarious political designs. Others, while not doubting
the good faith of the Bush Administration and Congress, [*1726] fear that the legislation
will have disastrous unintended consequences for the public schools and especially their
poor and minority pupils.

For those adopting the suspicious reading of the NCLB, its "accountability-for-flexibility
bargain" is a sham. Either the states are getting flexibility without giving anything in
return - in which case the NCLB amounts to the deregulation of federal funds spent on
education, which in turn delivers students, particularly poor and minority students, into
the hands of selfish local oligarchs n87 - or, the standards and accountability system are
real enough, but are not actually intended to achieve reform. The suspicion in this latter
event is that the NCLB's true purpose is to speed privatization by exposing the incapacity
of schools and districts to meet their annual improvement goals. n88
The concerns about disastrous unintended consequences go to the capacity of the states
and schools to advance reform under the conditions established by the NCLB n89 and to
the fear that the Act will undercut the nation's remaining commitment to desegregation.
n90
The suspicious interpretations of the NCLB do not, we think, stand up to scrutiny. The
reasons for rejecting those suspicions in turn help limit - but do not fully banish concerns about state and school [*1727] capacity for reform and also about the effects
of the NCLB on the ongoing campaign for racial equality.
We begin with the reading of the NCLB as a shill for privatization. In focusing on longterm consequences, this suspicion overlooks the enormous and probably self-limiting
political disruption that punitive use of the accountability system would almost surely
provoke. Recall that the first obligation of LEAs with schools failing to meet their
improvement goals is to provide more local choice among schools. Districts with poorly
performing schools may be forced to provide space for poor and minority students in
presumably richer and whiter schools within the district and to pay to transport them
there. n91 The political costs of transferring small numbers of students in a few districts
scattered across the state may be containable. But the pressures released by the failure of
schools in many districts statewide would be incalculably great - especially if the ferment
in the cities implementing this part of the NCLB in its first year of operation is any guide.
n92
Given the great flexibility accorded states in setting standards and annual
improvement goals, the more [*1728] likely response to this threatened dislocation
would be to diminish these standards or goals, so that widespread failure, and the
privatization to follow, does not occur. n93 Similar reactions are likely to be triggered by
efforts to use the NCLB as nothing more than a pretext for the imposition or extension of
high-stakes testing.
Nor does the availability of these responses validate the deregulation reading of the
NCLB as a mechanism for eventually freeing local schools and districts from any
accountability for their treatment of students, particularly poor and minority students.
This suspicion, for its part, overlooks the possibility that there is more to accountability
than rule-following. Before the NCLB, school officials were in compliance with federal
requirements if they could document, for example, that they had provided the number of
hours of remedial education per pupil or of professional development per teacher required
by statute for qualifying schools. At first blush, the grant of money in the absence of such
rules, and hence of any efforts to verify compliance with them, looks like deregulation.
But, as is detailed at greater length in our companion study of classroom practices in New
York City's Community District 2 n94 and of developments at both the classroom and

district levels in Texas, n95 continuous, diagnostic monitoring of performance can provide
a new and different kind of accountability. These mechanisms not only expose bad actors
who do not do what they are supposed to do - the strength of the traditional rule-based
system - but also rely on experimentation and the diffusion of its lessons to prove that
underperforming professionals at [*1729] comparable schools can do what they are
supposed to do and to show them how.
The NCLB rests on these same foundations. The provisions for information to be
presented in the annual state and LEA "report cards" n96 are as detailed as the provisions
for enforcement n97 (which immediately precede them in the statute) are scant. Thus, in
addition to reporting the results of standard tests disaggregated by each of the relevant
ethnic and socioeconomic subpopulations, the state report cards must compare the actual
achievement of each of those subgroups to the state's annual goal for that subgroup. The
state also must report the percentage of students in each group not tested, n98 and must
require LEAs to do the same for themselves and for each of their schools. n99
Consequently, the citizens in the state will easily be able to determine whether all the
state's school children are progressing as desired, and whether some students are being
excluded from the tests with the purpose or effect of inflating scores.
Even more important, parents and students will potentially be able to make Texas-style
comparisons of the performance of their schools in serving families like them against the
performance of demographically similar schools throughout the district and state.
Moreover, parents and the public nationwide will be able to make more reliable
judgments about the academic performance of individual states. True, the NCLB requires
only that the standards each state chooses to adopt be "challenging," n100 and forbids the
Secretary of Education to impose any particular standard on states as a condition for
approval of its consolidated plan. n101 But a separate provision of the NCLB takes an
important first step toward establishing the comparability of state standards, and thus
their accountability systems. The NCLB does this by requiring all states receiving Title I
money to administer at federal expense the National Assessment of Educational Progress
("NAEP") in reading and mathematics to samples of fourth and eighth graders. n102 If a
state's [*1730] standards are so low that all students are easily proficient, but a sample
of these students shows poorly on this demanding national diagnostic test, substantial
pressure is likely to arise to bring that state's standards and its students' performance in
line with those elsewhere in the nation. n103
IV. Invigorating, Not Incapacitating, Educational Reform
A far more substantial concern is that, as currently configured, schools and states lack the
capacity to build an adequate school governance system and achieve classroom-level
reform. Few states have accountability systems nearly as sophisticated as those in Texas
n104
and Kentucky, n105 both of which are likely to satisfy many or most of the NCLB's
requirements. As of early 2002, for example, only sixteen states had the grade-by-grade
tests that the NCLB [*1731] requires in reading and mathematics. In only nine of those
states are the tests aligned with curricular standards, as is also required by the NCLB,
and, in any event, is necessary to permit test results to inform instructional improvements.

One estimate is that over two hundred new state-level tests will need to be created in the
next several years to meet federal requirements. n106 And without an adequate assessment
regime in place, it will be hard for states to set proficiency levels and annual
improvement goals as required by the NCLB. Given that the U.S. Department of
Education is unlikely to provide much assistance to struggling states, n107 it is not
unreasonable to worry that a governance-based reform will fail because the governance it
supposes will not be in place to guide the reform.
The related worry about the lack of capacity for ground-level reform grows out of the
experience of the pioneers of the new classroom practices, such as New York City's
Community District 2. n108 The fear here is that even good governance will produce
reform only if schools and districts are already reforming, in the sense of having made
some determination about the need to change themselves and about the direction change
should take. As Professor Elmore puts it:

Internal accountability precedes external accountability. That is, school personnel must
share a coherent, explicit set of norms and expectations about what a good school looks
like before they can use signals from the outside to improve student learning... . Lowperforming schools, and the people who work in them, don't know what to do. If they did,
they would be doing it already. n109
These worries are hardly frivolous. Many states will have a hard time implementing an
accountability system, and some states will almost surely fail to do so within the limits
imposed by the NCLB, however leniently interpreted. By the same token, many schools
and districts will have trouble reorganizing to meet the demands placed on them even by
well-designed governance systems, and some will fail.
But the inevitability of these kinds of difficulties diverts attention from the crucial
question: Is the NCLB so demanding in relation to the limited capacities of states and
schools that its implementation is [*1732] more likely to paralyze reforms in the more
advanced jurisdictions than it is to help laggards advance and to improve inducements for
reform at the state and national levels? Answers to this question are necessarily tentative.
But the record of capacity-building detailed in the account of standards-based reform in
New York's District 2 on the one side, and changes in school and district-organization in
Texas on the other, suggest that these worries are overblown and even mischaracterize
the obstacles to reform.
Consider first the concern with the cultural preconditions for change. The lesson of
District 2 is precisely that the culture of change is as much a product of change including especially change in governance systems - as a precondition for it. District 2
might well have remained a case of anti-institutional or cultural professional revolt - with
engaged professionals free to run their classrooms and schools as they saw fit, but
without any ongoing evaluation of whether the results for children were good - had it not
been for the intervention of a new governance regime personified by key administrators,

such as Anthony Alvarado and Elaine Fink. n110 Moreover, the decision to adopt this
monitoring and assessment regime was the starting point, not the conclusion, of change.
As is developed in detail in our companion study, District 2 is still figuring out "what to
do"; and school reformers there do their figuring by trying different things and evaluating
the results, not by deducing actions from settled principles. Indeed, the vicissitudes of
culture in District 2 raise a serious question whether a high level of traditional
professionalism might obstruct reform more than aid it. n111
In any case, many of the consistently improving Texas districts do quite well at adopting
the team-based diagnosis and response to individual learning difficulties that are key to
the New Accountability and the success of District 2 without having the latter's
progressive tradition of pedagogy. n112 More exactly, the Texas example supports
[*1733] two interpretations, both of which belie any showstopping incapacity for
ground-level reform. The first is that there are more, and more widely diffused, "cultures
of reform" than a simple extrapolation of the District 2 experience would suggest.
Although we do not know how many cultures there are or how widely they are diffused,
that is simply because we have not looked for them. But given the diversity of the
robustly improving Texas districts, it is unlikely that the list of effective cultures of
reform is short or the boundaries very narrowly drawn. Until they succeeded in
improving, for example, the Texas school districts we have observed, such as Westlaco
and its Margo Elementary School, were not on anyone's list of learning communities well
endowed for robust improvement. n113
A second, compatible interpretation is that it is wrong to think of capacity as a cultural
endowment or community heritage that is either present or not. Our analysis of Texas
shows that many schools and districts are bootstrapping their way to systemic reform.
Changes in the framework of governance at the state level, such as improvement goals
for racially and economically identified groups of pupils, [*1734] provoke halting
reforms at the school and district level, such as monitoring by principals of classroom
implementation of curricular reform. n114 The upshot is that the lack of a prebuilt culture
of reform, successful program of professional development, or completed blueprint for
restructuring does not disqualify schools or districts from achieving these results.
This latter suggestion does not mean that governance reform is self-effectuating in the
sense that a once-and-for-all change of incentives at the top is sufficient to produce real
reform at the bottom. Professor Elmore is right to emphasize the need for coordinated
investments in professional development and other institutional changes as conditions for
the success of the reforms. n115 But if we are accurately interpreting our case studies, they
reveal that schools and districts will be more capable of making these investments
correctly while implementing the NCLB than they were before its adoption. More
speculatively, it may turn out that it is easier to raise the monies to pay for reform with an
effective accountability system in place than without such a system because the taxpaying
public can tell whether their tax dollars are well spent.
A similar argument about capacity as a property or attribute that emerges from the
process of reform, rather than as a precondition for it, applies to state-level governance

systems. The pessimistic view compares the current state-level governance capacity to
the ideal envisioned by the NCLB at the point of full national implementation and
concludes that nearly all states are seriously, even fatally, capacity constrained. But
assuming that capacity can be built on the fly, the NCLB's full-implementation ideal is
the wrong baseline for assessment. On the assumption that it might be possible to build
governance capacity during the implementation of the NCLB, states' ability to address the
prospective governance-capacity gap is more accurately gauged by looking at their recent
responses to demands for better school governance under any circumstances in which it
was explicitly required.
From that perspective, the situation is delicate but not dire. It is widely acknowledged
that a sea change in state attitudes toward public education accompanied general
acceptance of standards-based accountability in the early 1990s. "In 1993, when the
Clinton Administration took office," writes Michael Cohen, former Assistant Secretary of
Education in that administration, "only a handful of [*1735] states were developing
standards and aligned assessments ... . Nine years later, every state is organizing its K-12
system around standards-based reform." n116 Moreover, there has been a substantial
accumulation of expertise about how to deal with technical problems of the New
Accountability, such as year-to-year volatility in test scores that is a statistical artifact and
not a reflection of actual changes, and the unreliability of data that is disaggregated by
racial and economic groups with only a few members in given schools. n117 At the same
time, the successes of states, such as Texas and North Carolina, in implementing NCLBstyle governance reforms have been widely discussed. n118 This combination of a general
orientation [*1736] towards standards-based reform, accumulating expertise in the use
of diagnostic data, and leading examples of how to link classroom-level reform via
attention to disaggregated diagnostic data to governance systems is likely to encourage
rapid learning among new generations of reformers. Rapid learning is especially likely to
occur if, as we expect, the quality of testing and reporting in one state will be a goad to
improvement in others. n119
There thus is evidence that capacity to reform classrooms and build governance systems
can be built even as reform proceeds. n120 The provision of information on school and
district performance in Texas touched off a statewide movement for school-and districtlevel improvement, and there is reason to hope that the provision of equivalent
information through the NCLB will touch off a mutually reinforcing race to the top
nationwide both in statewide school governance and in district, school, and classroom
reform.
But in arguing that the NCLB may set off a race to the top, we do not suggest that the law
as enacted provides all that is required for a general and continuing improvement of
education in all schools and districts in the country at large. Like all races, races to the
top produce losers as well as winners, even if we know too little about the enabling
conditions of reform to predict who will place where. Accordingly, we can assume that
the NCLB and its implementation will have to be modified to provide additional, contextdriven support to the stragglers. But, as in the case of the corresponding legislation in
Texas and Kentucky, the NCLB creates a framework that appears to be corrigible based

upon the experience it induces. This next [*1737] generation of framework reform could
be in substantial part the work of the U.S. Department of Education or of public-private
intermediary groups. Or, as we argue in the next Part, this reform might emerge in
response to community and legal pressure occasioned by public evaluation of schools,
districts, states, and the federal government itself in the light of the new accountability
systems. And this public engagement may in turn provide new tools and perhaps even a
new direction for the civil rights movement.
For starters, the Federal Department of Education, acting under its own steam, could
periodically convene the states to review experience under their consolidated plans and to
revise their standards, assessments and accountability systems accordingly. The Secretary
of Education could report the results of this deliberation periodically to Congress and
explain how, through its own enforcement activities, the Department itself is drawing
framework lessons from developments triggered by the NCLB. Such a process could in
time cause the relationship of the federal government to the states to approximate the
cascading relation of states to school districts, school districts to schools, and schools to
classrooms. In each case, the higher order unit creates a framework for the initiative of
the lower level ones and an infrastructure that allows the latter to revise the framework in
light of their pooled experience. n121
V. The Role of Nongovernmental, Community, and Civil Rights Activism
Thus far, we have suggested that the contribution of the New Accountability and the
NCLB to preserving or dooming the public schools and to closing or maintaining the gap
between the educational outcomes of poor and minority children and those of other
children will depend upon administrative action at the federal, state, and local levels. The
Texas and Kentucky experiences suggest, however, that it may be possible, and indeed
necessary, to build key elements of a national system of educational accountability
without direct action by the federal government, through the work of nongovernmental,
community, and civil rights activism.
[*1738]
A. Nongovernmental Organization Monitoring and Benchmarking
In Texas, for example, an intermediary organization, Just for the Kids, provides parents
with the most useful data for building a constituency for reform and most effectively culls
best practices from the successes of leading schools and districts for use by less
successful institutions. n122 Another intermediary organization, the Educational
Innovation Network ("EIN") team at the Dana Center of the University of Texas, links
leading districts in a network that facilitates "inter-visitation" and other forms of ongoing
peer review. n123 Just for the Kids is already making a determined effort to become a
national provider of detailed comparable information on school performance for districts
and states across the nation, n124 and it also is beginning to coordinate efforts with the
Dana Center. Similarly, Education Week began publishing a report card on state
education policy, student performance, and standards and accountability systems six

years ago. n125 Additionally, academic comparisons of state accountability and assessment
systems are also being published. n126
[*1739] Presumably, there will be competition among these and other rating bodies to
command national attention and the resources that go with it. n127 Similarly, several
competing national analogues to EIN networks will likely emerge linking highperformance districts and state education agencies, and these networks are likely to
compete with the rating agencies as providers of best practices and performance
benchmarks to educators and the public.
B. Community Action
Provision of these kinds of services may both emerge from and contribute to grassroots
engagement of parents and students in school reform. One model of such engagement is
the Community Accountability Team in Louisville, Kentucky. The Team was created in
1999 with the help of the Prichard Committee, a statewide advocacy group that had been
instrumental in securing legislative approval and modifications of Kentucky's landmark
accountability reforms. n128 The purpose of the Team is to look into the cause of, and help
correct, the persistent achievement gaps between white and black, male and female, and
rich and poor students in the Jefferson County School District, which encompasses
Louisville and its suburbs. n129 Several of the parents, community volunteers, Prichard
Committee members, and business leaders who make up the team are graduates of the
Commonwealth Institute for Parent Leadership, which the Prichard Committee created
two years earlier to train parents and community activists across the state in building
[*1740] partnerships with teachers and principals to implement educational reforms at
the local level. n130
The Community Accountability Team ("The Team") used the accountability and
assessment framework created by the Kentucky legislation on school governance to
undertake a sustained review of all of the middle schools in Jefferson County, where the
district's achievement gaps are the greatest. The Team began by disaggregating the
schools' achievement data in a way that has already become routine in high-performing
Texas districts. This step revealed dramatic disparities in the performance of
subpopulations that previously had escaped attention in a district where aggregate
achievement compares favorably with that in other large urban school systems. n131 The
Team then undertook a "shadowing" study of five representative middle schools to
uncover the reasons for the differences in performance - again adopting a type of
comparative assessment of school practices that is routine in the robustly improving
districts we observed in Texas and New York City. n132 The Team's key
recommendations were to refocus staff development to enable teachers to devise
engaging lessons linked to demanding standards and to provide more individualized
instruction - structures and principles, once again, that are regarded as fundamental in
successful Texas districts and in New York City's District 2. n133
Insofar as they remain local, movements of this sort may create pressure and facilitate
efforts to improve schools and districts. n134 But as the connection of the Community

Accountability Team to the Commonwealth Institute for Parent Leadership and the
Prichard Committee suggests, these local movements can also go hand in hand with
movements for reform of the statewide accountability system. n135 Indeed, an upshot of
these organizations' work was the passage in 2002 of a law requiring the Kentucky
Department of Education to provide every school in the state with data on student
performance on [*1741] statewide tests that is disaggregated by race, sex, and economic
status. n136 In turn, schools are required to involve parents, faculty, and staff in setting
biennial targets for eliminating achievement gaps and in reviewing and adjusting these
plans as needed. n137 This measure does Texas one better by making the data-driven
reduction of achievement gaps a central focus of school organization and assessment.
Other inchoate but proliferating efforts by community organizations broadly understood
to promote and shape school reform reveal a variety of horizontal coalitions connecting,
for example, reforming schools and districts in different cities and states, along with
vertical alliances connecting local reform with state and national efforts. Some of these
initiatives are designed to break down barriers between community groups supposedly
interested primarily, or even exclusively, in school safety and facilities improvement and
reformist professionals ostensibly interested in building learning communities based on
new forms of professional collaboration. For example, the Cross City Campaign for
Urban School Reform, an alliance of school reform organizations in Baltimore, Chicago,
Denver, New York, Oakland, and other major cities, is defining indicators of school
improvement that reflect the "reciprocal accountability" of community activists and
professional reformers in the new setting of standards-based reform. n138
Another careful and incisive effort to locate the common ground between school
reformers and community parents is the Research for Democracy project. This project is
jointly directed by the Temple University Center for Public Policy and the Eastern
Pennsylvania Organizing Project, a coalition of community and faith-based democratic
organizations working for neighborhood improvement in Philadelphia. n139 Instead of
focusing on the views of representative institutions - community-based organizations on
the one hand and the [*1742] elite school reformers on the other - Research for
Democracy conducted a random survey in Philadelphia in 2002 of the underlying
constituencies of both types of groups: parents and school teachers. Based on the survey,
the researchers concluded that "the traditional view of parents as only concerned with
safety and building conditions is inaccurate." n140 Perhaps most surprising is the finding
that Philadelphia parents have substantially more ambitious educational goals for their
children than do their teachers. More than eighty percent of parents thought that schools
should put more emphasis on teaching students to think critically and preparing them for
college, whereas only forty percent of the teachers agreed with this assessment. n141 A
deep divide over the importance of educational enhancement may thus run within the
professional community itself, rather than between communities and reforming schools;
and the efforts of groups, such as the Cross City Campaign and Research for Democracy,
may therefore prove crucial to creating the parent-professional collaborations through
which, and the resulting political context within which, reform can flourish.

Something analogous could be emerging at the national level. Groups, such as the
Citizens' Commission on Civil Rights (a collaborator with Research for Democracy in the
Philadelphia parent-teacher survey discussed above), are comparing states' ability to meet
the new federal accountability requirements. n142 The Citizens' Commission also advises
advocates on the use of the Act's information-disclosure provisions in assessing school
performance, and on the use of data-rich studies of rapidly improving schools in
pressuring less successful schools. n143 In time, the Citizens' Commission and other
organizations like it might provide just the kinds of services to subnational advocacy
groups that the Prichard Commission is beginning to provide to local advocacy groups in
Kentucky.
Together or separately, these new publics could lead the Federal Department of
Education to take a more active role in monitoring school reform under the NCLB than
the legislation now mandates. Alternatively, the government could partner with some of
the new [*1743] entities that are already monitoring school reform. If the government
fails to act, a national coalition of these entities could urge Congress to amend the NCLB
to require federal officials to act.
C. Civil Rights Activism Through the Courts
The political correctives to the NCLB could be supplemented by new, accountabilitybased variants of the legal strategies developed by the Civil Rights Movements over a
half century ago. And those strategies can then be used to enhance the NCLB's
enforcement regime.
A first potential strategy builds on the tradition of private litigation by aggrieved parties
vindicating civil rights under the equal protection provisions of the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments n144 and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, n145 which forbids racial
discrimination by recipients of federal funds. Under both the Equal Protection Clause and
Title VI, privately enforceable claims require proof that, as a result of deliberate
discrimination, a minority group has suffered harm from the racially disparate impact of a
government policy. n146 Proving intentional discrimination directly is, of course, nearly
impossible. Few bigots with official responsibility are foolhardy enough to make bigotry
an express motive for their official acts. In most cases, therefore, racial animus must be
proved circumstantially: Officials may be found to be deliberately discriminating if they
adopt policies with racially disparate impacts when they know of, but ignore, at least
equally beneficial alternatives to the chosen policies that would have avoided or
moderated the disparities. n147
[*1744] The accountability systems required by the NCLB can greatly facilitate such
circumstantial demonstrations of intentional discrimination. Until now, circumstantial
claims of racial discrimination were necessarily conjectural. Courts could never be sure
there was a feasible alternative to the impugned policy that would more nearly equalize
the benefits of a government service across all protected groups. But the whole thrust of
the NCLB and the New Accountability is to make both the public and school officials
inescapably aware of such proven equality-enhancing alternatives. Under the NCLB,

schools and districts are required to (1) bring all subpopulations of students up to a statedefined level of educational adequacy and (2) improve the performance of those
subpopulations at a threshold rate defined by state law; and states are routinely required
to (3) divide those institutions into similarly situated cohorts (ones with racially and
socioeconomically comparable student bodies), and (4) publicly identify the institutions
in each cohort that do and do not satisfy those adequacy and improvement requirements.
Given these mandates and the information they generate, the difficult burden will no
longer be the one on the plaintiff class of minority children to show that school officials
willingly ignored policies and practices that are demonstrability superior based on the
school system's own criteria. Information generated by the state's own accountability
system will do this for the plaintiffs. The more demanding burden will be the one the
administrative scheme itself places on persistently poorly performing schools and
districts: to explain to courts and administrators why they have not been able to meet the
state's adequacy and improvement goals for their students when schools that the state and
federal legislatures have formally defined to be similarly situated (ethnically,
economically, and the like) are able to do so. n148
[*1745] The NCLB may also smooth the way for litigants pursuing relief through two
additional types of causes of action under which a showing of "disparate impact,"
regardless of official intent, is sufficient to establish liability. The first cause of action is
available in suits brought by the U.S. Department of Education to enforce its
longstanding regulations n149 permitting the government to withhold federal funds from
schools, districts, and states whose programs have harmful disparate impacts on minority
children. The Supreme Court has explicitly left these regulations intact and invited the
department to continue enforcing them through law suits and administrative actions. n150
The second cause of action is available in a minority of states, where disparate impact is
an alternative basis for relief under their state equal protection clauses. n151
The typical response of defendant officials in pure disparate-impact cases has been to
attribute uneven outcomes to the individual motivations of poorly performing students or
to the inadequate endowments of their families and communities, thus absolving state
actors of responsibility. n152 Under the NCLB, however, state actors are required to
acknowledge their responsibility to enable all subpopulations of students to reach
threshold levels of performance and ongoing improvement. Moreover, the fact that some
schools and [*1746] districts fail to do so while comparable institutions are succeeding
is conclusive proof under the NCLB that it is the former institutions' corrigible
educational practices, not children, parents, and communities, that are to blame for their
pupils' racially disparate outcomes. n153
In urging passage of the NCLB, the Bush Administration characterized the legislation as
an attack on the "soft bigotry of low expectations" and "committed [the government] to
eliminating the achievement gap, not hiding it within school or statewide averages." n154
In keeping with these undertakings, the NCLB subverts many of the traditional defenses
to racially disparate outcomes. These undertakings also arguably place a special
responsibility on the U.S. Department of Education to interpret and enforce its own
regulations in this spirit.

The same logic applies in spades with respect to suits premised on a state constitutional
right to an adequate education. n155 We saw earlier how rulings in Texas and Kentucky
solve the justiciability problem long associated with claims that the state has failed to
provide adequate levels of education. n156 The NCLB now makes it incumbent on all
states to define educational adequacy, to describe and measure sufficient progress
towards it, and to make (via the accountability system) institutional corrections when the
progress is insufficient. Each step that states take to comply with these requirements
provides plaintiffs in failing schools and districts, and judges adjudicating their claims,
with the definition of an adequate education and possible ways of achieving it. By
provoking states to [*1747] provide that definition, the NCLB once again removes what
in the past has been a major obstacle to successful adequacy suits. n157
Finally, this change of evidentiary contexts may invigorate private tort claims in
education that until now have proved singularly unsuccessful. Modeled on medical and
legal malpractice suits, these actions typically have sought monetary damages based on
claims that individual teachers and principals breached professional duties of care by, for
example, authorizing a functionally illiterate student to be passed up through the grades
and awarded a high school diploma. n158 Courts almost always rejected these claims on
the ground that in teaching, unlike in medicine and law, there is no settled view - not
even within particular communities - of the due standard of care. n159
Again, however, the whole thrust of the classroom-level reforms prompted by the NCLB
and the New Accountability is precisely to establish local and statewide standards of
professional care, even as the focus of responsibility shifts from individual teachers to
more encompassing institutions. It is conceivable, therefore, that a new generation of
educational tort claims might be used to obtain injunctive relief from failing educational
institutions. To underscore the legitimacy and utility of these standards, these suits can
refer directly to the NCLB, to the obligations that states assume in accepting funds under
it, and to state legislation or regulations adopted to implement those obligations.
For each of these litigation strategies, the NCLB and associated state reforms provide the
same compelling enforcement logic: Failing schools and districts are now required by
federal and state law to learn from other institutions that are demographically like
themselves but are doing better. Schools and districts that persistently fail at this
manifestly feasible task are reconstituted. n160 An equivalent logic can also be applied to
state educational administrations that are found to be similarly failing in whole or in part.
n161
By relying on the [*1748] responsibilities and information generated by state
accountability systems adopted pursuant to the NCLB, courts can thus enforce rights and
remedies that are more encompassing, and yet less intrusive and difficult for courts to
determine, than has typically been true of earlier phases of educational reform litigation.
n162

Conclusion: The Civil Rights Movement Revisited
From the vantage point established here, the NCLB may give the Civil Rights Movement
that rarest of gifts: a historic second chance. As observers starting with W.E.B. DuBois

have noted, formal equal access to public schooling does not by itself secure equality of
educational outcomes. n163 The civil rights community has long been divided between
those who emphasize the first (hoping that it will produce the second) and those who
reverse the emphasis. n164 For [*1749] reasons we need not rehearse, the movement
opted primarily for the first strategy and got too little of the benefits of either. The NCLB
presents a historic opportunity to fight on favorable terms for the second strategy in a
way that could redefine, and is likely to increase its ability to fight for, the first.
In voicing this hope, we no doubt slight the obstacles and enlarge the gains to such a
reconceptualization of the role of the courts. But even a much more cautious reading than
our own of the NCLB, and the New Accountability generally, reveals possibilities for
reform denied by a view of the Act as another nail in the coffin of the hope for racial
justice in American schools. Imperfect as the NCLB is, it provides some of the crucial
tools for overcoming its own defects. In a world where even the most effective reformers
never get all they want all at once, this feature of the Act alone should compel serious
attention. n165 One thing is for sure: Unless the civil rights community is as willing as
other actors in school reform to scrutinize, and scrutinize anew, the relations of its
traditional ends to its traditional legal means, n166 it risks losing a historic opportunity to
use the courts to reinvigorate the heritage of Brown.
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and other circumstantial evidence of discriminatory purpose).
n148. This same argument works to the advantage of minority plaintiffs in suits filed
under state analogues to the federal Equal Protection Clause in those states - the majority
- where such provisions likewise require proof of intentional discrimination.
n149. See Sandoval, 532 U.S. at 281-82 (citing and discussing the relevant regulations).
n150. Id. at 279-81, 289-91 (limiting private, but not public, actions under Title VI to
deliberate discrimination).

n151. See, e.g., Sheff v. O'Neill, 678 A.2d 1267 (Conn. 1996) (holding that Connecticut
has an affirmative responsibility under the state's constitution to remedy segregation in
public schools regardless of whether segregation has occurred de jure or de facto); Helen
Hershkoff, Positive Rights and State Constitutions: The Limits of Federal Rationality
Review, 112 Harv. L. Rev. 1131, 1144 & n.60 (1999) (citing cases); Molly S. McUsic,
The Law's Role in the Distribution of Education: The Promises and Pitfalls of School
Finance Litigation, in Law and School Reform, supra note 12, at 88, 103-04 & n.93
(citing state cases); Paul L. Tractenberg, The Evolution and Implementation of
Educational Rights Under the New Jersey Constitution of 1947, 29 Rutgers L.J. 827, 84454 (1998) (discussing the interpretation of the equality provision in New Jersey's
Constitution); Robin B. Johansen, Note, The New Federalism: Toward a Principled
Interpretation of the State Constitution, 29 Stan. L. Rev. 297, 301 (1977) (citing cases).
n152. E.g., Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70, 87-97 (1995) (discussing circumstances in
which a school district operating under a desegregation order may establish compliance,
notwithstanding continuing racial disparities, by linking those disparities to conditions
beyond its control); Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467, 496 (1992) (noting that demographic
changes sometimes cause racial imbalance in a school district that is not attributable to
school officials); Bd. of Educ. v. Dowell, 498 U.S. 237, 243 (1991) (concluding that the
residential and resulting school segregation in the Oklahoma School District was the
result of private decisionmaking and economics, not state action); Dayton Bd. of Educ. v.
Brinkman, 433 U.S. 406, 416 (1977) (absolving school boards of responsibility for
segregation that is not the result of the board's conduct of its business).
n153. See supra notes 60-77 and accompanying text (discussing relevant provisions of
NCLB).
n154. Reaching Out ... Raising African American Achievement, No Child Left Behind
Fact Sheet, available at
http://www.nclb.gov/start/facts<uscore>pdf/achievementgap<uscore>aa.pdf (on file with
the North Carolina Law Review).
n155. See, e.g., William H. Clune, The Shift from Equity to Adequacy in School Finance,
8 Educ. Pol'y 376 (1994) (describing a shift in education reform litigation from equity in
school finance to the adequacy of school performance); Michael Heise, State
Constitutions, School Finance Litigation, and the "Third Wave": From Equity to
Adequacy, 68 Temple L. Rev. 1151 (1995) (arguing that "as a tool to reform school
finance systems, adequacy arguments are comparatively less threatening and more firmly
rooted in a constitutional base"); Hershkoff, supra note 151, at 1186-91 (finding that
"state courts increasingly rely on a consequentialist approach to review the sufficiency of
public school systems under state education clauses"); Deborah A. Verstagen, Judicial
Analysis During the New Wave of School Finance Litigation: The New Adequacy in
Education, 24 J. Educ. Fin. 51 (1998) (concluding that most state courts have understood
the concept of an adequate education as going well beyond a basic or minimum
educational program).

n156. See supra notes 48-51 and accompanying text.
n157. See James S. Liebman, Implementing Brown in the Nineties: Political
Reorganization, Liberal Recollection, and Litigatively Enforced Legislative Reform, 76
Va. L. Rev. 349, 414-15 (1990).
n158. John Elson, A Common Law Remedy for Educational Harms Caused by
Incompetent or Careless Teaching, 73 Nw. U. L. Rev. 641, 693-97 (1978); see Gershon
M. Ratner, A New Legal Duty for Urban Public Schools: Effective Education in Basic
Skills, 63 Tex. L. Rev. 777, 851-58 (1985).
n159. Liebman, supra note 157, at 385-97.
n160. See supra note 30 and accompanying text.
n161. For discussions of educational reform litigation that could be enhanced by the
strategies discussed here, see, e.g., Helen Hershkoff, School Finance Reform and the
Alabama Experience, in Strategies for School Equity: Creating Productive Schools in a
Just Society 24, 35 (Marilyn J. Gittell ed., 1998) (discussing recent educational reform
litigation in Alabama state courts); Liebman, supra note 157, at 370-435 (proposing
litigation strategies designed to extract justiciable standards from high-stakes testing);
James E. Ryan, Sheff, Segregation and School Finance Litigation, 74 N.Y.U. L. Rev.
529, 537 (1999) (discussing recent educational reform litigation in Connecticut state
courts, e.g., Sheff v. O'Neill, 678 A.2d 1267 (Conn. 1996)); Weckstein, supra note 15, at
314-18 (proposing litigation strategies geared to changes made by a 1994 federal act that
is a precursor to the NCLB).
n162. See supra notes 48-57 and accompanying text. Because of the difficulty of
implying a right of action under federal legislation, we have not discussed suits filed in
federal court to enforce the NCLB directly. Two suits attempting to do just that in actions
filed in state court under a combination of federal and state causes of action are
Californians for Justice Education Fund v. California State Board of Education, Case No.
CPF-03-502274 (California Super. Ct. for City and County of San Francisco, filed Jan.
23, 2003) (seeking an order directing the California State Board of Education and the
California Department of Education to follow requirements of the NCLB and the
California Administrative Procedure Act in adopting a definition for a "highly qualified
teacher"), and Staton v. New York City Department of Education, Index No.
101491/2003 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. County, filed Jan. 28, 2003) (suing two New York
districts to enforce parents' right under the NCLB to transfer their children out of failing
schools and to receive supplemental educational services for their children).
n163. In DuBois's view, "[a] mixed school with poor and unsympathetic teachers, with
hostile public opinion, and no teaching of truth concerning black folk, is bad." W.E.B.
DuBois, Does the Negro Need Separate Schools?, 4 J. Negro Educ. 328, 335 (1935). He
might well have extended the point to mixed schools with racially segregated tracks,
classrooms, and in-class groupings. DuBois also recognized that "[a] segregated school

with ignorant placeholders, inadequate equipment, poor salaries, and wretched housing, is
equally bad," and that "other things being equal, the mixed school is the broader, more
natural basis for the education of all youth" because "it gives wider contacts; it inspires
greater self-confidence; and suppresses the inferior complex." Id. Given, however, that
"things seldom are equal," DuBois opted for improved but separate schools. Id. The hope
expressed here is that the New Accountability reforms and the NCLB offer a mechanism
for making those other things equal.
n164. Compare Brest, supra note 4 (arguing that an antidiscrimination principle focused
on treating individuals as equals without insisting upon equal results rectifies racial
injustices without subordinating other important values), with Bell, supra note 3 (arguing
that school plans focusing on educational components and educational outcomes are
superior to plans focusing on "racial-balance").
n165. On the dangers of aiming to solve major social problems once and for all, see the
failure of the recent effort to give the Federal Food and Drug Administration full
authority to regulate tobacco products. Michael Pertschuk, Smoke in Their Eyes: Lessons
in Movement Leadership from the Tobacco Wars 255-98 (2001).
n166. See supra note 13 and accompanying text.
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